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WHEREAS, the point system needs to be updated to reflect accountability concerns regarding attendance at University-Wide and Campus Senate meetings, and

WHEREAS, it is unclear if or when point accumulations reset at any point during the academic year,

THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED BY THE UNIVERSITY-WIDE SENATE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY THAT
Section 1: A new subsection of the Bylaws shall be added to Title IV, Article 5, A after subsection c. labeled d. Point accumulations will not reset for the duration of an officer’s term.
Section 2: Title IV, Article 5, B, d. shall be revised from “1 point: Late for meetings or events (after 15 minutes you are considered late)” to “1 point: Late for meetings or events (after 15 minutes you are considered late) or leaves a meeting prior to closing roll.”
Section 3: This legislation shall take effect immediately upon passage by the Student Government Association, the welfare of the students requiring it.

ACTION TAKEN BY THE STUDENT SENATE: VOTE for 16 against 4 abstentions 3

ACTION TAKEN BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT
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